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Thresholds for the detection of rotation and divergence in the presence of a translational
component in sparse random dot patterns are determined for human observers and two computer
algorithms. The algorithms only make use of local velocity directions and not of local velocity
magnitude (speed). The results show that psychophysical performance in this task can be well
described without the need of specialized mechanisms tuned to either rotation or divergence.
Possibly, integration of information over more than two frames occurs for low velocities. For high
velocities the correspondence problem seems to limit performance. Copyright @ 1996 Elsevier
Science Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION
Ever since Gibson (1950) introducedthe notion “optical
flow field”, its importance as a source of information
about the geometrical structure of the world around us
and our position relative to it has been acknowledged
(e.g., Koenderink & van Doom, 1975, 1992; Rieger,
1983; Warren & Hannon, 1988; Warren et al., 1991;
Dijkstra et al., 1994). Much of the information is
contained in the local differential structure of the field
and not in the speed or average direction of the flow.
Information about the slant and tilt of objects and the
relativemovementof the observer is mainly containedin
the first-orderstructureof the flowfield.For taskslike the
recognition of objects, higher-order structure is needed
(for instance,for curvatureup to second order).The first-
order flow field can be decomposed into a number of
elementarydifferentialinvariants,namely curl (vorticity,
rotation), divergence (expansion/contraction,looming),
and two components of the deformation (dilation and
pure shear) (e.g., Koenderink& van Doom, 1975, 1976;
Longuet-Higgins& Prazdny, 1980;Koenderink, 1986).
This theoretical decompositionof the first-order flow
field has led to a host of research, both psychophysical
and electrophysiological, focussing on the question of
whether or not the visual system actually makes use of
such a decomposition (e.g., Regan & Beverley, 1978;
Saito et al., 1986;Tanaka et al., 1989;Tanaka & Saito,
1989; de Bruyn & Orban, 1990, 1993; Lappin et al.,
1991; Freeman & Harris, 1992; Orban, 1992; Orban et
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al., 1992; Milne & Snowden, 1993; Regan, 1993;
Graziano et al., 1994;Kappers et al., 1994; Snowden &
Milne, 1994; Kappers et al., 1996; te Pas et al., 1996a).
Comparisonof the outcomeof theseexperimentsis not at
all easy since a large variety of different experimental
techniqueshas been exploited.More seriously,different
criteria for the existence of specialized mechanisms are
being used. As a consequence, some results which are
presented as evidence for a decompositionperformed by
the visual system, should be interpreted as counter-
evidence if other criteria are followed.
One such a criterionwhich shouldbe satisfied,at least
from a mathematicalpoint of view, is the independence
of the output of one such a specialized “detector” to the
presence of other zero or first-ordercomponents in the
stimulus. Orban (1992) and Orban et al. (1992) have
shown that MST cells which are selectively tuned to
either clockwise or counterclockwiserotation, or, con-
traction or expansion, are more or less insensitive to a
translational component when added to their stimulus.
However, the same cells were strongly influencedby the
addition of a more complex component (e.g., expansion
added to rotationresultingin spiralmotion)which pleads
againsta decompositionintoonly first-ordercomponents.
Graziano et al. (1994) report the existence of similar
cells, but they add the findingof MST cells preferentially
tuned to spiral motions. In psychophysical masking
experiments,Freeman and Harris (1992) do indeed find
that the detection of expansion was unaffected by the
presence of rotation and vice versa. Similarly, our own
psychophysicalexperimentshave shown that the detec-
tion of rotation, divergence or deformation is indepen-
dent of translationalvelocity (Kapperset al., 1994,1996;
te Pas et al., 1996a)and that the detectionof divergence
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is independentof rotation, and vice versa (te Pas et al.,
1996a). Although at first sight these results seem to
support a decomposition into first-order flow compo-
nents, other aspects of the results strongly suggest that
such a decompositionis unlikely. te Pas et al. (1996a)do
not really rule out the existence of different first-order
components,but our results indicate that the underlying
mechanisms of such detectors should at least be similar
for all the components. Moreover, removing the math-
ematical divergence component from the stimulus
(resulting in a stimulus with radial flow lines along
which the dots decelerate instead of accelerate for an
expansion)did not in any way affect our results (Kappers
et al., 1996).This latter findingmakes the probabilitythat
specialized mechanisms play a role in our experimental
paradigm rather small. In addition, the same series of
experiments also showed that performance with a
divergence stimulus with parallel instead of radial flow
lines, deteriorated.This suggeststhat, at least in our task,
the local velocity directions rather than the actual value
of the divergenceare of major importance.This is in line
with conclusions drawn by, for instance, Warren and
coworkersfrom their headingexperiments(Warren et al.,
1991).
In this paper, we want to attack this problem from a
new point of view. We asked ourselves the question
whether it is possible to simulate our psychophysical
results by means of a simple algorithmbased on the use
of local velocity directions.By using the coordinatesof
the random dots on the screen as input to the algorithm,
human and algorithm performance can indeed be
compared. For this comparison, we took the results of
our best human observer (Kappers et al., 1994, 1996).
We used two different versions of the algorithm.The
first, termed Auto, is given informationaboutwhich dots
correspondto other dots from one frame to the next.This
is evidentlynot realistic,but it providesa convenientbase
line. The secondversion, termed Scott,uses an algorithm
proposed by Scott and Longuet-Higgins(1991) to find
correspondingdots in successiveframes. From the pairs
of dots in successive frames we compute local velocity
vectors. These vectors “vote” for either clockwise or
counterclockwiserotation(in the rotationexperiment)or,
in the divergence experiment, for expansion or contrac-
tion. Combined evidence from all vectors of all pairs of
successive frames (winner takes all) leads to a final
decision (clockwise/counterclockwiseor expansion/con-
traction). Adding noise to the stimulus gives us the
possibility of determining thresholds in terms of noise
levels.
With the choice of these two algorithmswe certainly
did not aim to construct an “ideal detector” for this
particular task. Both algorithms discard intentionally
some information like, for instance, correspondences
between dots over more than two frames, the lengths of
the vectors (that is, speed), and speed gradients. Our
standpoint is that we use these simulationstudies to full
advantage if we incorporatein the algorithmsonly those
stimulusfeatureswhich we think are of importanceto the
human observer.
We ran our simulationsover the same wide range of
conditionsas we did in our psychophysicalexperiments.
The values of both rotation and divergence,which have
to be detected in the presence of a translationalvelocity,
are varied betweenthe minimumand maximumvaluesas
determined by screen resolution and stimulus size.
Comparing the results obtained with Auto, Scott and
our humanobserver,givesus the opportunityto study the
influenceof the correspondenceproblem in this experi-
mental task. In order to gain an impression of the
influenceof the informationcontent of the stimulus, the
number of dots is varied, although the maximum of 64
dotswhich we used for our human observerswas beyond
the computationalpowers of our computer.The lifetime
of the dots was varied in order to manipulate the local
acceleration information. This latter parameter could
onlybe of influenceto performanceof the humansubject,
since the algorithmsdo not make use of correspondence
over more than two frames. Finally, we also tried our
algorithms on some of the radial
mathematicallyzero divergence.
METHODS
Apparatus
stimuli which had
The stimuli for the psychophysicalexperimentswere
generated on an Atari MEGA ST4 computer and shown
on an Atari SM125highresolutionmonochromemonitor.
Dark dots were shown on a light background. The
monitor was viewed monocularly from a distance of
34 cm. The resolutionof the display was 400x 640 pix-
els, correspondingto a fieldof view of 21.1 x 33.7 deg of
visual angle (pixel separation was 3.2 min arc). The
simulation experiments were run on various types of
Macintosh computers. The software was written in
Mathematical.
Stimulus
Stimuli consist of pseudorandom dot patterns. The
spatial configurationof the dots is based on a regular
hexagonal grid which is slightly perturbed with a two-
dimensionalGaussian perturbationvector whose spread
is~of the grid spacing.The numberof dotsper frame and
the lifetime of the dots determine the grid spacing.Each
dot consistsof 3 x 3 pixels. The diameter of the circular
stimulus is always 380 pixels (20 deg). The upper left
panel of Fig. 1 shows one frame of a 4-dot stimulus.
The total presentation time is kept constant at
16 frames (228 msec). The number of dots per frame is
varied over the experimental sessions. Due to the
statisticalnature of the distributionof the dots over the
stimulus,we can only give an approximatevalue of the
maximumnumberof dotsper frame. We use values of 1,
4, 16 or 64 dots; the latter value was only used in the
psychophysicalexperiments.The lifetime of the dots is
either 2, 3, 4 or 16 (maximum)frames.
In the rotation experiments, the deterministiccompo-
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FIGURE 1. Examples of a rotation stimulus. The upper left panel
showsone frame consistingof four dots. Of course, informationabout
the flowtype or directionis not available. In the other three panels, the
16 frames of the stimulus are superimposed. The lower left panel
shows a rotation stimulus consisting of four dots per frame and a
lifetime of 16 frames. The upper right panel shows again a 4-dot
rotation stimulus, but this time the lifetime of the dots is only four
frames. A similar stimuluswith noise addedis shownin the lowerright
panel. In all panels the curl and translational velocity are the same,
namely 1 rad/sec and 40 deg/see, respectively. The circular border of
the stimulus is not actually shownto the subject.
nent of the stimulus consists of a curl (vorticity), either
clockwise or counterclockwise, added to a downward
directed translationalvelocity (henceforthcalled transla-
tion).As a consequence,the centreof rotationliesoutside
the stimulus region on a horizontal axis through the
centre of the stimuluswindow. Rotation and translation
can be varied independentlyand both cover a wide range,
0.03–128rad/sec and 0.15–1280deg/see, respectively.
Examples of this stimuluscan be seen in Fig. 1.
In the divergence experiments, the deterministic
component of the stimulus consists of a contraction or
FIGURE2. Examples of a divergence stimulus. Both stimuli contain
16 dots per frame. Left panel: divergence0.5/see, translation 20 de~
see, lifetime 16 frames, contraction; right panel: divergence 4/see,
translation 20 deg,kec,lifetime four frames, expansion.
an expansion, again added to a downward directed
translation. Due to the addition of the translational
component, the centre of divergence lies outside the
visible region on a vertical axis through the centre of the
stimuluswindow.This results in stimuluspatternslike in
Fig. 2.
In additionto the regular divergencestimulus(termed
Div), we also used a radial stimulus from which
mathematicallythe divergencecomponentwas removed.
The difference between this latter stimulus (termed
Div–no) and the Div stimulus lies in the velocities of
the dots along the flow lines. For an expandingstimulus,
the dots accelerate in the Div case, whereas they
decelerate in the Div–no case (and vice versa for
contraction).Examples and a more detailed description
can be found in Kapperset al. (1996).Subjectsmeasured
the whole range of conditions,but of the algorithmsonly
Auto was tested for the 4-dot stimuli.
Experimental procedure
After presentation of each stimulus, subjects had to
decidewhether a clockwiseor counterclockwiserotation
(or, a contraction or an expansion)was shown. Psycho-
physical thresholds were measured by jittering the
deterministic positions of the dots. This was done by
means of adding a two-dimensionalGaussian perturba-
tion vector to the dot positions.The lower right panel of
Fig. 1 showsan exampleof such a perturbedstimulus.A
2AFC-paradigmwas used to determine threshold signal
to noise ratios defined as the 75% correct noise levels.
This procedure is described in much more detail in
Kappers et al. (1994) and te Pas et al. (1996a,b).
The simulationexperimentswere run in parallel on all
the Macintosh computers we had available in our
laboratory. Even so, it took the evenings and weekends
of almost half a year to finish all the simulations.
Subjects
A number of subjects participated in our psychophy-
sical experiments, but for comparison with our algo-
rithms we only use the data of our “best” human
observer, that is, the subject who reached the highest
noise levels(that is, the lowest signal to noise thresholds)
and had the widest rangeof measurableconditions.Other
subjects differ in a quantitative and certainly not a
qualitativeway from this subject.
Algorithms
Both algorithms use the integer values of the screen
coordinates of the dots specified per frame as input. In
addition,Auto is given informationabout corresponding
dots in successiveframes. For two differentvalues of the
curl and the translationalvelocity,examplesare shownin
the upperpanelsof Fig. 3. All correspondingpairs of dots
in a sequenceof 16 frames (the whole stimulusduration)
are shown superimposed.
Sinceone of our aimswas to learn somethingaboutthe
influenceof the correspondenceproblemon performance
in our task,we searchedfor a reasonablealgorithmthat is
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FIGURE3. Examples of the solutionof the correspondenceproblem.
Again the 16 stimulus frames are superimposed. The upper panels
showthe results for Auto, the lower panels for Scott. Auto always has
the correct solution,whereas Scott sometimesmakesmismatches.Left
panels, curl 1 rad/see, translation 40 deg/see; right panels, curl 64
rad/see, translation320 deg/sec. In all panels the lifetime is four frames
and the numberof dots per frame is four.
able to find the correspondences behveen dots in
successive frames. An algorithm that fulfilled our
requirements is the one proposed by Scott and Longuet-
Higgins (1991). This algorithm,henceforth called Scott,
operateson the distancesbetween features in two related
(in our case successive)images. Two principlesunderlie
this algorithm: the principle of proximity and the
principle of exclusion. The first principle requires that
matches across shorter distancesare to be favoured.This
is established by choosing a suitable distance measure,
exp(–rv2/2a2),wherertis the distancebetween feature i
(in our case dot i) in the first image and feature j in the
second image; o can be consideredas an adjustablescale
parameter which gives an indication over what distance
correspondences can be expected. The principle of
exclusion prevents many-to-one feature correspon-
dences. The algorithmmaximizes the inner product of a
proximity matrix (the elements of this matrix are the
distancesbetween all possiblepairs of features in the two
images using the above distance measure) and a pairing
matrix. The elements of this latter matrix indicate the
extent of pairing between features in the two images.
From this pairing matrix follows the solution of the
correspondenceproblem.For more detailswe refer to the
paper of Scott and Longuet-Higgins (1991). Pilot
experiments showed that the results do not depend
critically on the value of a, as long as it gives a rough
estimateof the distancesbetween correspondingfeatures.
In our simulationexperimentswe made a depend on the
value of the translation (o = translation/100).
The two lower panels of Fig. 3 give examples of the
correspondencesobtained by Scott. In the left panel the
values of the curl and translationare small (1 rad/sec and
40 deg/see, respectively) and most often the correct
correspondencesare found. However, since the lifetime
of the dots is limited (four frames), dots sometimes
simplydo not have a correspondingdot. Of course, this is
informationunknown to the algorithmand such dots are
usually paired with newborn dots elsewhere in the
stimulus. For higher values of the curl and translation
other mismatchesalso occur, as can be seen in the lower
right panel of Fig. 3 (curl 64 rad/see; translation 320
deg/see).
Determination of flow direction
Given the pairs of corresponding dots, determined
either by Auto or by Scott, the next step is to determine
the direction of the flow (that is, clockwise or counter-
clockwiserotation,or, expansionor contraction).For the
rotation and divergence stimuli similar but slightly
different procedures are used. For both types of flow
the direction of the moving dots is always downwards.
This is known to the subjects,so we decided to give this
informationalso to the algorithms.As a consequence,all
arrows pointing upwards (see Fig. 3) are simply
discarded. Although on first sight it may seem that this
only is of influenceto Scott, one shouldrealize that when
I divergence
FIGURE 4. Schematic illustration of the flow directions in different
parts of the stimulus.The upperpanelshowsa rotation,the lowerpanel
a divergence.Further explanationscan be found in the text.
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FIGURE5. The three graphs present noise levels as a functionof the
translational velocity for the human observer (AK) and algorithms
Scott and Auto. The number of dots was four and the lifetime of the
dots was four frames. Curvesrepresent differentvalues of the curl (see
legend).
noise is added to the stimuli,Auto will also have arrows
pointing upwards. Next, arrows pointing exactly in the
vertical direction are discarded, since they contain no
informationat all about the flowdirection.The remaining
arrows will be used to make a decision.
For rotationstimulithe centreof rotationalwayslieson
a horizontal axis through the centre of the stimulus
window (this is known to the subject).The consequence
of this can be seen in the upper panel of Fig. 4. When the
centre of rotation lies on the right side of the stimulus
window (counterclockwise rotation) the arrows in the
upper half of the stimulus point leftwards, whereas the
arrows in the bottompart of the stimuluspointrightwards
(all relative to the vertical direction).The oppositeis true
for clockwise rotation. To determine the flow direction,
we use the followingprocedure:arrows in the upper part
pointing leftwards and arrows in the lower part pointing
rightwards “vote” for counterclockwiserotation. Simi-
larly, arrows in the upper part pointing rightwards and
arrows in the lower part pointing leftwards vote for
clockwise rotation. The flow direction which collects
most votes wins and determines the “answer” of the
algorithm.
A similar procedure is followed for the divergence
stimuli(see lower panel of Fig. 4). In that case the centre
of flowalwayslies on a vertical line throughthe centre of
the stimulus window. The voting procedure goes as
follows: arrows in the left part pointing rightwards and
arrows in the right part pointing leftwards vote for
contraction;arrows in the left part pointingleftwardsand
arrows in the right part pointing rightwards vote for
expansion.Again, the winner decides the flow direction.
RESULTS
A representativeillustrationof our data is given in Fig.
5 where resultsmeasured using a rotating4-dot stimulus
with a lifetime of four frames are shown. Each curve
gives the noise level as a function of the translation.
Differentcurvesbelongto differentvaluesof the curl (see
legend).The upperpanel showsthe resultsof subjectAK;
the middle and lower panels show results of algorithms
Scott and Auto, respectively. The graphs contain data
points for all conditionsfor which a threshold could be
measured.Thus, differencesin the numberof data points
in the three graphs reflect differences in performance.
The translationvalue of the beginning of each curve is
determined by our experimental paradigm: in order to
locate the centre of rotation outside the visible stimulus
window, a certain minimum translation is required. The
value of this minimum translation depends on the value
of the curl.
It can be seen that higher values of the curl result in
higher noise levels. For a given value of the curl,
performance(that is, noise level) is fairly independentof
the translation until, for a certain maximum translation,
performancedropssteeply.Althoughalwayspresent, this
sudden drop in performance is not always visible in the
curves. Very often it was impossible to measure a
thresholdfor the next value of the translation,even at the
zero noise level. As conditionswhere performance is at
chance level are not shown in the graphs, steep slopesdo
not always show up.
The most apparent difference between the graphs of
AK, Scott and Auto is the numberof data pointswhich is
highest for Auto and lowest for AK. For AK it becomes
almost impossible to measure thresholds if the transla-
tional component lies above 100deg/sec. The drop in
performance occurs for much higher translations for
Scott and even more so for Auto. Also, Auto and Scott
can perform the task for higher and lower values of the
curl than the human observer. The noise levels reached
for each value of the cud are not too different for AK,
Scott andAuto. Later in thispaper, theywill be compared
in more detail.
As stated earlier, the resultsfor AK are very similar to
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FIGURE 6. Schematic drawing of one of the curves of which Fig. 5
consists.Eachcurve can be characterizedby twofeatures: a regionof a
rather constantnoise level (for reasonsexplainedin the text this level is
termed Max noise level) and a suddendrop in performanceat a certain
maximumtranslation.Also indicatedin this figureis the fact that there
is a relationshipbetween the starting point of the curve belongingto a
certain rotation or divergence,and the value of the translation.
those of other subjects.The above general descriptionof
the results is true for all of them. Differencesshow up in
somewhat lower noise levels and a smaller range of
measurableconditions(that is, the numberof data points
in the graph). Also, the results obtained with the
divergence stimuli under the same condition (4 dots per
frame and lifetime of four frames), do not in any way
deviate from those obtained with the rotation stimuli.
This latter findingalso holds for both algorithms.
Like in our previous studies (Kappers et al., 1994,
1996; te Pas et al., 1996a,b), we will characterize the
curves in Fig. 5 by means of two parameters, as is
illustrated schematically in Fig. 6. As a rough but
adequateestimateof the more or less constantnoise level
of each curve we take the maximum value of the noise
level. The maximum translationis definedas the highest
translation for which a threshold could be measured. In
this way, we can easily compare performance for AK,
Scott and Auto, and also for differentconditions(number
of dots per frame, lifetime of the dots).
In Fig. 7 the maximum noise level is shown as a
function of the curl for three different lifetimes of the
dots. The stimuluswas again a 4-dot rotation. Different
curves show results for AK, Scott and Auto. Clearly, all
maximumnoise levels increasewith curl, much the same
for AK as for the algorithms.For high values of the curl,
there is a distinct order in performance. Auto always
performs best closely followed by Scott. In that range,
performance of the human observer lies significantly
below that of the two algorithms. The situation is
different for the smaller values of the curl. Auto and
Scott are not really different from each other, but both
perform less than subject AK. Here it should be
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FIGURE 7. Maximum noise level as a function of the curl. Graphs
show data for different lifetimes of the dots. The number of dots is
always four per frame. Curves show performances of AK, Scott and
Auto.
mentioned, that performance of the other subjects lies
belowthatof the algorithms.Comparingthe threegraphs,
it can be seen that the influenceof lifetimeof the dots is at
most minor. Performance very slightly decreases for
shorterlifetimes.This is true for the subjectas well as for
the two algorithms.
Once again, the results look very similar to those
obtainedwith the divergencestimuli(not shownhere). In
addition, maximum noise levels obtained with the
Div–no stimulusare almost indistinguishablefrom those
of the actual divergence stimuli. For the subjects, there
really is no difference (Kappers et al., 1996). For Auto,
the only algorithm tested with the Div–no stimulus, the
maximumnoiselevelsobtainedwith the Div–nostimulus
differ slightlyfrom thoseof the Div stimulus,but only for
the highestvaluesof the divergence.This differencedoes
not seem to be systematic; for a lifetime of two frames
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FIGURE 8. Maximum translation as a function of the curl. Graphs
show data for different lifetimes of the dots. The number of dots is
always four per frame. Curves show performance of AK, Scott and
Auto.
Div–no performs better, but the opposite is true for a
lifetimeof 16frames.There is no differencefor a lifetime
of four frames.
Roughly, the maximum noise levels obtained with
stimuli containing a different number of dots per frame
look very much like those presented in Fig. 7. As we
found in our previous studies, the actual number of dots
hardly has any influenceon the maximumnoise level, as
long as there are sufficientdots (for most subjects this is
four). For 16-dotrotationstimuli,the performanceof AK
is nowhere better than that of Auto, not even for the
smallest values of the curl. For l-dot stimuli, Scott’s
performance usually lies below that of Auto and AK.
In Fig. 8, the maximum translation is shown as a
functionof the curl for the sameconditionsas in Fig. 7. In
all three graphs, it can clearlybe seen thatAuto lies above
Scott, and both lie above the human observer. The
maximumtranslationincreaseswith curl, althoughthis is
more evidentforAK thanfor the two algorithms.It seems
as if performancesaturates for higher values of the curl,
that is, translations higher than a certain maximum
cannot be reached. Most probably it indicates at what
pointrelationsbetweendots in succeedingframesvanish.
Comparing the three graphs, it can be seen that the
lifetime of the dots does not have any influence on the
maximum translation.
The resultsobtainedwith either 1or 16-dotstimuli,are
much the same as those shown in Fig. 8. Levels of
performanceof Auto, Scott and AK always occur in the
same order.There is only a minoreffect of the numberof
dots: the actual values of the maximum translationvery
slightly increase with the number of dots. Results
obtained with the Div and Div no stimuli are identical
to those of the rotation stimuli.–
DISCUSSION
The experimentsdescribed in this paper show convin-
cingly that our psychophysicalresultscould be simulated
by means of simple algorithmswhich only make use of
local velocity directions. Clearly, there was no need to
implement specialized mechanisms selectively sensitive
to either rotationor divergence.All importantfeaturesof
the psychophysical results, such as the constant noise
level as a function of translation, the maximum noise
level as a function of curl or divergence, the maximum
translation,the influenceof lifetime and number of dots,
and the similarityof rotation and divergence results, are
captured by the algorithms.Although simulationexperi-
ments cannot, of course, be decisive, they add to the
already existing evidence (e.g., Warren et al., 1991;
Kappers et al., 1996) that in psychophysical tasks like
ours, the local velocity direction is of major importance
for performance.
Since the results of the simulationexperimentsare so
similar to those of the psychophysicalexperiments, it is
of interest to study the deviations in more detail. The
most apparentdifferencewas shown in Fig. 8, where the
maximum translation was plotted as a function of the
curl. The level reached by Auto was higher than that of
Scott, and the levels of both Auto and Scott were higher
than that of the human observer.Performanceof Auto is
clearly determined by stimulus characteristics. The
stimuluswindowwas 20 deg and combinedwith a frame
rate of 70 Hz, the maximum translationwhich could be
presented was 1400deg/sec. Of course, the actual
maximum translationmust lie below this value, because
in the exceptional situationof 1400deg/sec at most one
dot contains information; all other dots must be
considered as noise. Sometimes, Auto manages to
perform the task at a translationalvelocity of 1280deg/
see, but apparently this value still lies too close to
1400deg/secsinceotherwiseAuto shouldhavebeen able
to do the task for the zero noise level. For a translationof
640 deg/see, the stimuluscontains sufficientinformation
for Auto. For Scott, however, most of the time this
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velocity is still too high. The cause must be the
correspondence problem, since the only difference
between Scott and Auto lies in knowledge about
correspondingdots.As the differencebetweenthe human
observer and Scott is similar to that of Scott and Auto, it
is reasonable to assume that the comparatively bad
performanceof the human subject is due to difficultiesin
matching correspondingdots.
Human performance was also worse than that of the
algorithms for the highest values of the curl (and
divergence) as was shown in Fig. 7. In those situations,
again high local velocities occur within the stimulus
window. Thus, most probably, the correspondence
problem explains this difference in performance.
In Fig. 7 it was also shownthat for the lowestvaluesof
the curl, subjectAK’s performancewas better than thatof
the two algorithms.Although this effect was not found
for our other human observers, we think it is important
enough to pay some attentionto it. Betterperformanceof
the human observer suggests that she makes use of
information discarded by the algorithms, An obvious
possibility is that the subject correlates dots over more
than two frames. A prerequisite for this explanation is
that the advantagefor the subjectdisappearsfor stimuliin
which the lifetime of the dots is only two frames. In such
stimuli,no informationcan be gained by correlationover
more than two frames. For the 1 and 16-dot rotation
stimuli, it is indeed the case that performance of the
subjectequalsthat of Auto, but it is only partiallytrue for
the 4-dot rotationstimulusshownin Fig. 7. Althoughthis
remaining difference might be due to statistical fluctua-
tions (for instance, in this case the maximumnoise level
seems to be a too high estimate for the constant noise
level), other possibilities should not be excluded. An
alternative explanation is that the subject somehow
incorporates the length of the velocity vectors, that is,
the velocitymagnitudeor speed.As can be seen in Fig. 4,
there exists a speed gradient in both the rotation and the
divergencestimulus.In a previousstudy (Kapperset al.,
1996),however, we performed similar experimentswith
a radial stimulusin which the dotsmovedwith a constant
speed, thus effectively eliminating the gradient. The
results obtained with this stimulus (termed Div=const)
were indistinguishable from those using the Dw and
Div–no stimuli,which clearly argues against an explana-
tion using speed gradients. It is also feasible that in
stimuli with small values of the curl, the human subject
simply discards the smaller velocity vectors since their
directionsare more severely perturbedby noise than the
directions of the larger ones. Taking all evidence
together, we opt for the integration of informationover
more than two frames possibly in combination with
selective attention to the higher velocities.
In conclusion, we think that simulation experiments
are very helpful in gaining insightinto our understanding
of how human observersuse the informationcontainedin
the optical flow. Although the voting procedure, in
particular, is fairly specific to our psychophysicaltask,
we think that, for instance, the heading experimentsof
Warren et al. (1991) and the experimentsof de Bruyn &
Orban (1990, 1993) might be simulated with slightly
adaptedalgorithms.Unfortunately,further investigations
are time-consumingand they necessarilymust lie outside
the scopeof this paper. It remainsan interestingquestion
for future research whether indeed other psychophysical
results could be simulated with algorithms similar to
ours. Combinedevidence of various psychophysicaland
simulation experiments will eventually lead to more
definitiveconclusionsabout the importanceof the local
velocity directions.
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